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Abstract— Facial recognition is vital in today's technological world. There is a need to develop facial recognition systems which have
high accuracy and at the same time high input to output response. To overcome the problem of low accuracy of facial recognition system
we have attempted to combine different algorithm’s and develop a high accuracy facial recognition system. On combining different
algorithms, we have observed that the Random Forest classifier achieved 96% accuracy in 2 secs. On the other hand, the Linear
Discriminant Analysis classifier achieved 97% in 0 secs. Here we will compare the 6 classifiers to choose a optimal classifier.
Index Terms— Facial Recognition, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest Classifier, Linear Discriminant Analysis, KNeighbors
Classifier, Decision tree, Gaussian Naive Bayes

I. INTRODUCTION

ORL DATABASE:

In our daily life facial recognition is a top-notch priority in
machine learning and image processing this facial
recognition system uses biometrics and other related details
to induce information security and law enforcement, thereby
increasing the system security and dependability over
traditional access control techniques like pins, id cards etc...
On the other hand, as machine learning has advanced in
recent years, new algorithms and computer resources may be
developed to cut run time, increase identification accuracy,
and examine additional application situations.
Face recognition technology is widely used, and a variety
of commercial face recognition systems may be used [1].
previously we used to develop facial recognition systems
such as their main focus was to concentrate on facial
characteristics or traits like eye pattern, nose shape, mouth
and forehead outlines. this was a huge drawback as the size of
the data base grew larger the identification accuracy would
decline. This increase in data base size also led to increase in
the hardware used [2] .
The other drawback is that this procedure requires perfect
start while creating the face model or else there will be
security issues. [3] In this newly proposed facial recognition
system in a machine learning model we segregate databases
into parts, and training and testing of this data is analyzed and
recorded. This technique helps us to quantify the accuracy of
identification in a facial recognition system. It is also used to
analyze the running speed at which the facial recognition
system responds using distinct categorization algorithms. [4]
[5]

The database comprises photos of 40 people, with each
participant providing 10 distinct images of themselves as
shown in figure1. In lighting conditions such as day and
night, wearing (Face mask, sunglasses, hats etc.), and face
emotions like (open eyes, laughing, smiling, Captured in
different angles). [6]These attributes were taken into
consideration. Additionally, all photos can endure a little tilt
of up to 20 degrees. Each image is 92x112 pixels in size.

Figure 1: 40 X 10 ORL database.
II. RELATED WORK
We started with a dataset from the ORL database and then
we will list and convert them to NumPy array and assign as
clf to categorized using several machine learning approaches
such as RandomForestClassifier, Support Vector Machine,
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Linear Discriminant Analysis, and Nearest Neighbors
Classifier, Decision Tree, Gaussian Naïve Byes. The
comparison between accuracy and running speed will follow.

and SVM specifies the vectors of the data feature in the
feature space.
3.

Linear Discriminant Analysis:
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is also known as
Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) or Normal
Discriminant Analysis (NDA), is a commonly used
dimensionality reduction technique to solve the problems of
more than two classes in the machine learning [13] .We use
an LDA to convert actual data to free space in an optimal
linear transformation. LDA is a linear transformation that can
be used to segregate classes in a reduced dimension space.
We can easily transform a 2-D and 3-D graph into a
1-dimensional plane using Linear Discriminant Analysis.
Consider the following scenario: we have two classes in a
2-D plane with an X-Y axis that we need to classify quickly.
[14] LDA allows us to construct a straight line that entirely
separates the two classes of data points, as demonstrated in
the previous example. LDA creates a new axis from an X-Y
axis by separating them with a straight line and projecting
data onto it.

1.

Random Forest Classifier:
In the random forest classifier, we collect data from the
distinct decision trees in various subsets and we will average
that value thereby, improving the dataset’s estimated
accuracy. This utilizes the reference of each tree rather than
relying on a single decision tree. [7]
RF builds a completely random decision tree from scratch.
The algorithm frequently generates great predictions for each
iteration. The basic idea behind RF is to determine the
average noise value, and complex inputs are thereby
calculated into simpler space, which is the goal of RF and
decision trees. [8]shows that the collection of RF, decision
trees were trained at random. As a result, in comparison,
available data reduces overfitting. As a result, RF technique
is a bagging classification tree extension.
It's a parallel learning system. It has a high level of
accuracy and a short training period. The following are the
advantages of RF [9]:
• Straightforward Learning.
• Local Representation.
• Classification with Occlusion
• Parallelization.
• Fast Training Time.
It combines random selection methods to improve
performance, particularly when there are many duplicate
features to discriminate [10].
2.

Support Vector Machine:
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a widely used
classifier for face recognition because it produces consistent
results. They achieved this by creating a hyper plane with the
greatest feasible Euclidean distance for the closest qualified
examples. Vapnik is the inventor of the support vector
machine and its creator (SVM). Because of the qualities and
trustworthiness of the empirical results, the SVM is
well-known among academics. The SVM method is an
excellent classification algorithm. [7]
It's a supervised learning algorithm that's primarily used to
divide data into categories. SVM is trained using a set of label
data. [11] To divide or classify two classes, SVM draws a
decision boundary, which is a hyperplane between them.
SVM is also utilized in picture classification and object
detection. First, we'll go over the fundamentals of SVMs for
binary classification. Then we'll talk about how to apply this
strategy to general multi-class classification issues. [12]
SVM is a powerful machine learning method that can
detect latent consistency in a variety of data sets. Its major
function is to improve the generalization ability of learning
machines. The support vector refers to those specimens from
the training data that are closest to the classified hyperplane,

Figure 2: LDA 2D.
4.

K Nearest Neighbor:
K-Nearby Neighborhood is a very simple supervised
learning-based machine learning technique. The K-NN
method thinks that the new case / data and current cases are
comparable and assigns it to a category that is extremely
similar to the existing categories. The K-NN method
organizes all available data and categorizes new data points
depending on how similar they are to previous data. This
means that the most recent data may be quickly sorted into
the proper category using the K-NN method. [15] Although
the K-NN technique is widely employed for taxonomic tasks,
it is also utilized for regression. The K-NN algorithm is a
non-parametric algorithm that does not make any data
predictions.
It's also known as a lazy learning algorithm since it doesn't
learn from the training set right away; instead, it saves the
dataset and uses it to classify. The KNN approach preserves
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the dataset throughout the training phase and classifies it into
a category that is comparable to the new data when fresh data
is received.

Again, in testing we will assign to list and converted to
numpy array, here we will make the data reshape (123,80,80).
which is in 3D we will reshape to 2D (123,6400).

5.

Decision Tree:
Decision Tree is of two types of leaf node and decision
node. Decision tree is easy to read classification model
because of its accuracy in all kinds of model’s application
context and with energy-based applications. Decision tree
comes under the supervised learning algorithm in machine
learning. In decision tree the data is divided into many
small-small parts until it reaches its accuracy. such as nodes,
leaf nodes and edges. Decision tree is a data mining-based
algorithm which is presented for image preprocessing like
noise removal.
In decision tree each leaf represents labels with instance.
Instances are navigated from the roots to the leaf nodes.
[16]Until the classification of all the data in the training data
this process will be repeating continuously for the subtree
from the new node till all are classified.
To Build a Decision tree we will use CART algorithm
(Classification and Regression Tree Algorithm). we can
easily understand the whole process of the Decision tree
Because it is a tree like structure.

Figure 3: Methodology of Face Recognition.
Performance should be better with more training data and
less testing data. In practice, however, the size of the testing
data will always be greater in size than that of a training data.

6.

Gaussian Naïve Bayes
Gaussian naive bayes is a logical machine learning
algorithm. Naive bayes classification is a collection of
classifier algorithm depends on the bayes theorem. naive
bayes is a family of algorithm where every algorithm shares a
common idea. In Gaussian naive bayes values are
continuously assigned to each feature with respect to
gaussian distribution. [17]
Gaussian naive bayes is an extension of naive bayes.
Gaussian naive bayes is the simple algorithm to calculate the
mean and SD of the training data set

IV. IMPLEMENTATION:
1.

Random Forest Classifier:
Now we will import RF from sklearn.ensemble ,here we
will assign Randomforestclassifier to clf “(clf =
RandomForestClassifier())”. We have noted the start time
then we have assigned the CLF and then further considered
the end time.
For speed “print(f"Runtime of the program is {end start}") “= 2.21secs
For accuracy “clf.score(X_test1, y_test)” = 0.96

III. METHODOLOGY:
There are two parts to the face recognition system:
database classification and machine learning classification.
This phenomenon is shown by the Figure 3 given below.
The ORL faces databases are 40x10, with 40 people and 10
photographs for each. The size of the training and testing data
has an impact on detection accuracy.
First, we will import all the libraries cv2, os, NumPy,
matplotlib.pyplot , train_test_split, accuracy_score
Before going to the next process, we must put our images
in order. Then we will reshape the dimensions to 80x 80.
Then we will assign dataset to the list. “X_train = list()”
This list is converted to numpy array “X_train1 =
np.array(X_train)”
Now the shape will be in 3 dimensional: (287,80,80). Then
we will reshape it to 2 dimensional: (287,80*80) = (287,
6400)

2.

Support Vector Machine
Now we will import SVM from sklearn ,here we will
assign SVM to clf1 “clf1 = svm.SVC() “. We have noted the
start time then we have assigned the CLF and then further
considered the end time.
For speed “print(f"Runtime of the program is {end start}") “= 0.35secs
For accuracy “clf1.score(X_test1, y_test)” = 0.95
3.

KNeighborsClassifier
KNeighborsClassifier
is
being
imported
from
sklearn.neighbors, and assigned KNeighbors Classifier to
neigh
“neigh = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=3)”.
We have noted the start time then we have assigned the
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CLF and then further considered the end time.
For speed “print(f"Runtime of the program is {end start}") “= 0.00099 secs
For accuracy “neigh.score(X_test1, y_test)” = 0.94
4.

LinearDiscriminantAnalysis
Now we will import LinearDiscriminantAnalysis from
sklearn.discriminant_analysis ,here we will assign
LinearDiscriminantAnalysis
to
clf2
“clf2
=
LinearDiscriminantAnalysis()”. We have noted the start time
then we have assigned the CLF and then further considered
the end time.
For speed “print(f"Runtime of the program is {end start}") “= 0.34 secs
For accuracy “clf2.score(X_test1, y_test)” = 0.97
5.

Decision Tree
Now we will import Decision Tree from sklearn ,here we
will assign Decision Tree to clf3 “clf3 =
tree.DecisionTreeClassifier()”.We have noted the start time
then we have assigned the CLF and then further considered
the end time.
For speed “print(f"Runtime of the program is {end start}") “= 3.26 secs
For accuracy “clf3.score(X_test1, y_test)” = 0.65

Graph 1: Accuracy
From the above table we can see that Decision tree speed is
3.26 which takes more time compared to every classifier also
the accuracy is 0.65 which is least accuracy as we can see in
the table so we can ignore and Gaussian Naive Bayes speed is
0.33 which takes least time, but the accuracy is 0.89 which is
less. If we compare RF from the table, we can see speed is
2.21 which takes a large amount of time, and the accuracy is
0.96 which is good. SVM speed is 0.35 and the accuracy is
0.95 which is good. KNN takes the least time and accuracy is
also good. If we compare LDA speed is 0.34 and the accuracy
is 0.97 which is very less time and very good accuracy.

6.

GAussian NaiveBayes
Now we will import GAussian NaiveBayes from
sklearn.naive_bayes ,here we will assign GAussian
NaiveBayes to gnb “gnb = GaussianNB()”. We have noted
the start time then we have assigned the GNB and then further
considered the end time.
For speed “print(f"Runtime of the program is {end start}") “= 0.33 secs
For accuracy “gnb.score(X_test1, y_test)” = 0.89

VI. CONCLUSION:
This research compares two facial recognition methods.
Using the ORL database and six different types of machine
learning classifiers, we were able to achieve reliable accuracy
in facial recognition at high running speed. LDA is a
top-notch reliable system where there is high accuracy and at
decently low running speed. In this LDA classifier we get
desirable accuracy in facial recognition system at
significantly low running speed. On the other hand, we have
Random Forest Classifier which also has a high accuracy but
at a cost of high running speed which is not feasible. Also 3 rd
place we can take SVM and KNN. Other machine learning
classifications could be used in future studies, and some of
them could be combined to create a more complicated
system. But these classifiers should operate at low running
speed and sustain high recognition accuracy for larger
datasets.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Table 1
Classifiers

Speed

Accuracy

Random Forest Classifier

2.21

0.96

Support Vector Machine

0.35

0.95

KNeighborsClassifier

0.00099

0.94

LinearDiscriminantAnalys
is

0.34

0.97

Decision Tree

3.26

0.65

GAussian NaiveBayes

0.33

0.89
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